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Renée Starr

"I am seeker of magic, the mystery, the unknown, the mystic path, and the 
wise woman ways. All of life is precious, magical, and enchanted to me. 

I am a daughter of the Goddess, a priestess of the moon, 
and a witch upon the mystic path." 

A multi-award winning author, mystic witch, magical herbalist and artist,
Renée Starr is a seeker of ancient wisdom for the modern woman, and offers
her book, 'You Are Woman, You Are Divine'. as a guide for the modern
woman's journey back to The Goddess, along with her many written, webinar
and in-person classes.

Plant Magic Herbalist
Hypnotherapist
Instructor of Traditional & Metaphysical Hypnotherapy
Past Life Regression Counselor
Instructor of Past Life Regression
Non-denominational Ordained Minister

Certifications & Training

 

https://www.amazon.com/You-Are-Woman-Divine-Journey/dp/0990792471/ref=sr_1_1?crid=XM2R24753D72&keywords=you%20are%20woman%20you%20are%20divine&qid=1639791559&s=books&sprefix=you%20are%20woman%2Cstripbooks%2C85&sr=1-1
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Renée's audience can be
found predominantly on
Facebook, with an ever
growing list of followers on
Instagram, and Pinterest,
as well as having a
devoted, growing list of
newsletter subscribers. 
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www.GoddessPriestessWitch.com

https://www.goddesspriestesswitch.com/


Silver Medal Winner in the prestigious Nautilus Book
Award Competition 2016
Winner of of the 2016 "Best Book" Awards as a
Finalist in the 'Spirituality: Inspirational’ category
Finalist in the Spirituality: Inspirational category in the
2016 International Book Awards

4.9 out of 5 stars on Amazon Reviews
Ranked #828 out of 10k+ books in New Age
Goddesses Category on Amazon

Excerpt & Full Version (PDF) Available Upon Request

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/15755611/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books


A compelling read that is as thoughtful as it is thought-provoking. It is
one of those unusual books that will linger in the mind and memory of
the reader long after it is finished and set back upon the shelf. Beautiful
and radiates peaceful support for the Divinity in all of us. Written
specifically for today's woman. Starr provides eloquent examples and
clear instructions on rituals, meditations, and affirmations that will
reopen your connection to the Sacred. -- Courtney Lindemann, New Age
Journal

You Are Woman, You Are Divine is inspired. You can’t read it without
feeling the presence of The Divine Femi- nine, the ancient goddess
energy, moving in your bones. It is so beautifully written and woven
together; I’m enthralled and I can’t stop reading it. . . . filling my soul
with much needed food. Women, we are being called home to our true
essential natures. Open this book and unlock the door to important
myths, mysteries, goddesses and rituals that were lovingly chosen by
Renée Starr. Her deep connection with The Divine Feminine leaps off the
pages and enters the psyche in rich and meaningful ways. This
extraordinary work brings us close to The Beloved, to Freedom and
ultimately to honor our own Sacred–Self. 
—Terry Laszlo-Gopadze, Editor of The Spirit of a Woman: Stories to
Empower and Inspire 

Beautifully designed, thorough and inspirational, Renée Starr’s You Are
Woman, You Are Divine cap- tures the essence of the Sacred Feminine
reawakened within its pages. It is a creative and splendidly researched
vehicle for those walking down the Goddess path for the first time, as well as
a delightful refresher for those already enjoying a sacred relationship with
Goddess. Appealing to both left and right brain, Renée Starr’s new book
combines Goddess mythology and its relevance today, along with how to
work with different facets of the Feminine essence. Readers find their
understanding of Goddess mythology morphing into self-help and self-
knowledge, encouraging women in particular to heal, come into wholeness
and find their Sacred Roar! 
—Rev. Dr. Karen Tate, author of Goddess Calling and Host of “Voices of the
Sacred Feminine Radio” 



Renée has written and taught more than 60 unique, original courses for
thousands of students under such topics of plant spirit herbalism,
mystical aromatherapy, lunar magic, nature-based witchery, planetary
spell work, talismans and amulets, Goddess wisdom and more.



"From the first class with Renée, I knew my life was
going to positively change from this point forward.
She Is a beautifully warm, nurturing, and grounded
wild soul as well as an infinite plethora of
knowledge. The best part of it all she wants to share
all of her years of experience with all of us. The
amount of endlessly detailed information she offers
is mind blowing. Meticulously thought out courses
chocked full of magical teachings and discoveries.
Thank you Renee you are truly a Master at your
craft!" - Kelly W.

"I have been on the quest for spiritual knowledge
for some time and through this journey have found
rare the teachers that have full knowledge of their
subject matter and are genuine in their guidance
and gifts. Renée Starr has provided me information
that can not be easily found in books as it is
through her rich life experience as a wild witch and
her intuition passed down through her guides. I
have been awarded a gift by her teachings and
express much gratitude for her time, dedication,
tools (tangible and intangible) that she has given
me." Mia X.

"One of the MANY things I love about Renée's
class is the richness of the material that she
teaches. Renee's depth of knowledge of all that
she teaches is amazing. I look forward to
studying with Renee for many years to come. I
am so glad I found her teachings!" - Hillarie M.

"This course became transformational for me. Its
is packed with valuable information and from
lesson to lesson a whole new world is evolving to
me, where everything is connected and alive. There
is a lot of information to absorb and digest and
even more to practice. But through practice many
things became clear and I weave in more and
more new elements. And this is just the beginning
of the journey! Thank you, Renée, for putting all
this information together and for being such a
gentle, compassionate and supportive instructor."
- Anna B.



BRAND APP

Coming in 2024

The Goddess Priestess Witch app is a
one-stop portal for seasonal, celestial
and nature-based wisdom, ritual and
magic. 

LIFESTYLE 

Coming in 2023

Journals, card decks, and calendars for
the goddesses, lunar wisdom, astrology,
plant spirit herbalism and witchery. 

COURSES & BOOKS

The Garden of The Goddess; sacred
herbalism of The Divine Feminine
You Are Woman, You Are Magic; a
woman's guide to the witch's path
You Are Woman, You Are Sacred; a
woman's guide to the priestess path

Soul Magic; spell casting with your
birth stars, moon & planets
Mystic Sky, Magic Earth; seasonal,
astrological and elemental witchery

New books and courses are in the works 

Books

Courses



Renée Starr is available for blog, radio, and podcast
interviews, rites and rituals for individuals and groups, as
well as sharing wisdom with your community through her
courses, guides and books. 

www.GoddessPriestessWitch.com

info@goddesspriestesswitch@.com

 
Thank you from my heart for your interest in my

offerings. I look forward to hearing from you!
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.instagram.com/
http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.pinterest.com/
https://www.goddesspriestesswitch.com/
mailto:info@goddessspriestesswitch.com

